The following recommended drawing materials may be purchased locally at:
Unicorn School Supply, 311 Paseo del Pueblo Sur, Taos, NM 87571, Phone: (575) 758-4106

The following recommended drawing materials may also be purchased online at:
amazon.com
dickblick.com

Paper: Each student will need at least one drawing/sketch pad: Any of the following are acceptable
✓ Strathmore Toned Tan, Series 400, Spiral Bound 80 LB, 50 Sheets 9 x 12
✓ Strathmore Toned Gray, Series 400, Spiral Bound 80 LB, 50 Sheets 9 x 12
✓ Strathmore 400 Series Smooth Surface Drawing Pad, 24 Sheets 9 x 12

Prismacolor Premier Colored Pencils:
(Each student is encouraged to have at least (6) pencils of the same color)
✓ Prismacolor Premier: Terra Cotta-PC944, Tucson Red-PC937, Dark Brown-PC946, Dark Umber-PC947, Black-PC935
✓ Prismacolor Premier: White-938
✓ Prismacolor Premier: Set of (12), (24), (36), (48), (72), or (150)

Accessories:
✓ Pencil Sharpener (Staedtler pencil sharpener, premium quality sharpener with screw-on lid)
✓ Pink Pearl Eraser
✓ Tombow Mono Zero Refillable Eraser (Round)

Recommendations For Further Reading/Reference:
› The Human Bone Manual by Tim D. White
› Human Osteology by Tim D. White
› The Illustrations From The Works of Andreas Vesalius of Brussels
› Albinus On Anatomy by Robert Beverly Hale & Terence Coyle
› An Atlas of Anatomy For Artist by Fritz Schider
› Art Anatomy by William Rimmer
› Anatomy Lessons from the Great Masters
› Drawing Lessons from the Great Masters
› Master Class in Figure Drawing
› Constructive Anatomy, George B. Bridgman
› Pocket Anatomy: A Complete Guide to the Human Body for Artists & Students
› Artistic Anatomy by Dr. Paul Richer, New York
› Evolution by Jean-Baptiste De Panafieu / Patrick Gries
› Anatomy of the Horse by George Stebbus
› Horse Anatomy by Peter Goody
› Dog Anatomy by Peter Goody
› Outline of Cat Anatomy with Reference to the Human by Stephen Gilbert
› Ichthyo The Architecture of Fish X-Rays from the Smithsonian